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U-Series Dating

Attempts to date cave paintings illustrate the difficulties of radiometric dating,
and also show evidence of a young earth.
A recent article about U-series dating of
Paleolithic art in 11 caves in Spain 1 contained
some frank discussions about the wild
assumptions that had to be made to date the
paintings, and raised some interesting questions
about the scientifically accepted age of the Earth.
Although Paleolithic art has nothing to do with
evolution, the article does give us an opportunity
to talk about dating techniques in general, and Useries dating in particular.
Furthermore, the
measured levels of uranium isotopes are nowhere
near what the Old Earth model predicts. So let’s
start with the basics and work up to the specific
problems this article revealed.

If we plot Y as a function of TIME, the graph
will have a certain shape. The simplest shape is
a straight line, like the one above.
Normally we look first at the horizontal axis of
a graph like this because we know the TIME, and
then look up Y at that point because we want to
see what the value of Y is at that TIME. For
example, we would look at TIME = 2, and see that
Y = 5. But we could work backwards. If we
measure the value of Y to be 5, we can see that
TIME must have been equal to 2.
Now, consider this graph, which has a very flat
slope.
Y = 0.0001t + 1

Slippery Slope
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All dating methods depend upon measurement
of something that varies with time.
The
“something” can be the sediment in the bottom of
a lake, the length of a stalactite, or the amount
radioactive material. Let’s not get distracted by
how consistent (or inconsistent) that “something”
is.
We are just talking about using the
measurement of something (let’s just call it, “Y”) to
determine a length of time.
Y=2t + 1
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Pike, et al., Science, 15 June 2012, “U-Series Dating
of Paleolithic Art in 11 Caves in Spain”, pp. 14091413,
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6087/1409.full
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The value of Y changes very little with TIME.
You can’t tell it from the graph, but the value of Y
at TIME = 1 is 1.0001, and the value of Y at TIME
= 7 is 1.0007; and that is exactly the point—you
can’t tell it from the graph. Y changes so slowly
with TIME that it is hard to tell the relationship
between TIME and Y. Small changes in Y imply
large changes in TIME. When the slope is flat like
this, contamination can be a very big problem.
Just a small measurement error in Y results in
huge errors in the calculated age. So, processes
that change slowly with time don’t give accurate
age measurements.
But suppose the graph isn’t a straight line.
Suppose it is a cyclic graph like the wave in the
1

graph below. (Imagine it is something like the plot
of average daily temperature over several years.)
A Cyclical Function

for determining time for values of time much
greater than five times τ because the slope is too
flat.
Engineers and mathematicians talk about
exponential decay in terms of τ because it makes
the math easy. In the popular literature, the term
“half-life” is used because it is easier to explain to
lay people. The half-life is the time it takes for half
of the material to decay. That’s an easy concept
to understand.
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Any value of TIME yields a specific value of Y;
but several different values of TIME produce Y =
1.2. If you measure a Y value of 1.2, you can’t
positively determine what the TIME was, so it is
absolutely useless for determining age. The
problem with a shape like this is that it is not
“monotonic.”
A monotonic function either
increases steadily with time, or decreases steadily
with time.
The point of all these graphs is to show that,
for a process to be useful for determining time, it
must be monotonic and have a moderate slope in
the region of interest. If the slope is too flat,
contamination is a problem.

Exponential Decay
A really important natural function is called
“exponential decay.” It is of interest to electrical
engineers because it describes the voltage decay
on a discharging capacitor (among other things).
We, however, are interested in it because it
describes radioactive decay. The graph below
shows exponential decay, with time measured in
“time constants” called “tau.” (Tau is the Greek
letter, τ.) The equation is e-t/τ, which is read as “e
to the minus t over tau.” (“e” is the “natural
number,” which has a value of roughly 2.7. It is a
number like pi that describes natural physical
processes, like the decay of voltage on a
capacitor, radioactive decay, and lots of other
natural things.)

There is a simple relationship between τ and
the half-life. The half-life is equal to the natural
logarithm of 2 (which is 0.69315) times τ, and τ is
equal to the half-life divided by 0.69315. So,
although radioactive decay is generally specified
in terms of half-lives, calculations are always done
in terms of τ.

C14 Cave Art
The age of cave paintings has traditionally
been determined by measuring carbon 14 levels.
One obvious problem with this is that one has to
scrape part of the painting off the wall in order to
analyze the carbon content, destroying part of the
painting. The other problem is that the paintings
are presumed to be tens of thousands of years
old, which is on the very flat part of the carbon 14
exponential curve, where contamination could be
a problem. It would be very difficult to tell a
contaminated 30,000 year-old painting from an
uncontaminated 3,000 year-old painting. That’s
why a new dating method was used instead of
carbon 14 dating in this recent study.
Paleolithic cave art is an exceptional archive
of early human symbolic behavior, but because
obtaining reliable dates has been difficult, its
chronology is still poorly understood after more
than a century of study. We present uraniumseries disequilibrium dates of calcite deposits
overlying or underlying art found in 11 caves,
including the United Nations Educational,
Scientific,
and
Cultural
Organization
(UNESCO) World Heritage sites of Altamira,
El Castillo, and Tito Bustillo, Spain.
…
Where suitable material exists (e.g.,
charcoal pigments), only small samples can be
dated so as to minimize damage to the art,
magnifying the effects of contamination and
resulting in larger uncertainties. Discrepancies
between multiple 14C determinations on a single
painted motif have been common, as are
discrepancies between the dates of different
chemical (e.g., humic/humin) fractions of the
same sample. 2
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From what we have already said, it isn’t useful
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Here are their results:
Our U-series ages ranged from 0.164 to 40.8
ky [corresponding to radiocarbon ages of near
modern to 35,500 radiocarbon years before the
present (14C yr B.P.)]. 3
Of course, the ages of these paintings have
nothing to do with evolution, so we don’t really
care what they are. All we care about is that the
measurements ranged from 164 years to 40,800
years, which hardly inspires confidence in the
method.
We should also explain the difference between
calendar years and radiocarbon years. 35,500
radiocarbon years correspond to 40,800 years
before 1950 because the carbon 14 dating
method has been calibrated for historic times.
That is, artifacts of known historic age (such as
the coffin of a particular Egyptian pharaoh) can be
dated using carbon 14 dating, but the carbon 14
age isn’t exactly right because the method
depends upon the amount of CO2 gas in the
atmosphere, which was slightly different in ancient
Egypt than it is now. So, correction coefficients
have been developed for historic times to convert
radiocarbon years accurately to calendar years.
Those correction coefficients have been
extrapolated to prehistoric times based on
presumed prehistoric CO2 levels.

U-Series Dating
It might seem strange that anyone would even
try to date anything presumed to be about 40,000
years old using uranium because uranium decays
so slowly; but they don’t do it the way you might
expect. They use a tricky method we will explain
in a moment.
The tricky method they use tells more about
the age of the Earth than it does about the age of
the paintings. Since we don’t want to get too far
ahead of ourselves (and because we want to
tease you just enough to keep your interest) we
will just say that their measurements are
completely inconsistent with the Old Earth
supposition.
Back to their method of dating the paintings:
Anyone who has been to a cave knows
stalactites, stalagmites, columns, and draperies
form gradually in caves. These cave formations
are simply differently shaped deposits of minerals
(such as calcite) on the floor, walls, and ceiling of
caves. Ancient cave art is painted on one layer of
these deposits, and covered by another layer. If
one can tell how old the layer under the painting
is, and how old the layer over the painting is, then
one can set upper and lower bounds on the age
3
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of the painting. This means one can date the
painting by taking samples from the wall near the
painting without damaging the painting itself.
The method is described in the supplementary
material on the Science website, but not
published in the journal itself. Here’s what it says,
The Uranium-series disequilibrium method
Differential solubility between uranium and
its long lived daughter isotope 230Th means that
calcite precipitates (e.g. stalagmites, stalactites
and flowstones) contain traces of uranium but,
in theory, no 230Th. Over time, there is ingrowth
of 230Th from the radioactive decay of 238U until
radioactive equilibrium is reached where all
isotopes in the series are decaying at the same
rate. It is the degree of disequilibrium
(measured as 230Th/238U activity ratio) that can
be used together with the activity ratio of the
two U isotopes 234U/238U to calculate the age of
the calcite precipitation. Natural processes
usually also cause a disequilibrium between
238
U and 234U, so the age since formation of a
calcite sample is calculated iteratively from
measurements of 234U/238U and 230Th/238U.
An additional problem is the incorporation
of detritus in the precipitating calcite. This can
be from wind-blown or waterborne sediments.
Detrital sediments will bring U and Th and
usually will result in the apparent age of a
contaminated sample to be an overestimate of
the true age. However, the presence of the
common thorium isotope, 232Th, indicates the
presence of contamination, and there are several
methods to correct the U-series date for it. An
indication of the degree of detrital
contamination is expressed as 230Th/232Th
activity, with high values (>20) indicating little
or no effect on the calculated date and low
values (<20) indicating the correction on the
date will be significant. For very low values of
230
Th/232Th (i.e <5), the calculated age will be
dominated by the assumptions used to correct
for the detritus, so we employ two different
correction strategies. For samples with minor
and moderate levels (230Th/232Th > 5) of
contamination, we correct using an assumed
detrital activity ratio of 232Th/238U=1.250±
0.625, typical of upper crustal silicates and
assume 230Th and U isotopes are in equilibrium
(i.e. 230Th/238U=1.0; 234U/238U=1.0). Note the
conservative error on this assumption. For
samples with high levels of detritus, we attempt
to measure typical detrital 230Th/232U on the
insoluble residues from the calcite samples and
report both a date using a crustal silicate
correction and a date using the measured
detrital value (see for example samples O-21
and O-48). While the date obtained using
3

measured detritus values agrees within error in
both cases with the date using an average
crustal silicate, we must be cautious in using
dates corrected using the insoluble detritus.
Soluble Th in the detritus, or the adsobtion of
authigenic Th onto the detritus may introduce
uncertainty in determining the true detrital
230
Th/232Th. This uncertainty is unlikely to be as
large as the 50% uncertainty we are using for
our assumed detrital value, but it is likely to be
greater than the uncertainty we give. To be
cautious therefore, we base our interpretation of
the dates for samples O-21 and O-48 on dates
corrected with our assumed rather than
measured detrital value. 4
First of all, notice the assumption that when
water seeps through the ground and dissolves
minerals, it dissolves some uranium, but no
thorium. Therefore, when the water evaporates in
the cave, leaving the minerals behind on the cave
wall, there is some uranium but no thorium when
the flowstone first formed. Later, they presume,
some of the uranium decays to produce all the
thorium in the flowstone. Is that assumption
reasonable? Can one really assume that no
thorium was present in the water that evaporated
to form the flowstone? How much thorium would
it take to produce a false old age for a modern
formation? (Not much, as we will see, later.)
Second, the method depends upon equilibrium
(or lack thereof). Let’s try to explain that very
simply.
The assumption is that the newly formed
flowstone contains uranium but no thorium. As
time goes by, the uranium will decay resulting in
less uranium and more thorium. So the thorium
will start to build up. But thorium decays much
more rapidly than uranium. Eventually, the rate at
which the thorium decays will equal the rate at
which it is being produced by the decay of
uranium.

Equilibrium
Imagine a bucket with a hole in it. You start
filling it with water from a garden hose. As the
level in the bucket rises, the increasing water
pressure causes water to leak out of the hole
faster. Eventually the rate that the water is
leaking out of the bucket equals the rate at which
the hose is filling it, so the water level remains the
same. Equilibrium has been reached. If the
bucket was initially filled higher than that level,

water will leak out faster than the hose fills it, until
equilibrium is reached. It doesn’t matter how
much water was in the bucket to begin with. The
same equilibrium level will eventually be reached.
So, the wonderful thing about equilibrium is
that the initial conditions don’t matter. No matter
what the starting point, it always ends up at the
same end point.
But that’s not true about disequilibrium. If the
level is slightly below equilibrium, it might be
because the starting point was slightly below
equilibrium and the process hasn’t been going on
very long; but it might equally well be the case
that the starting point was way below equilibrium,
and the process has been going on almost long
enough to reach equilibrium.
So, using the disequilibrium method depends
upon an assumption as to what the initial
conditions were. If the assumption is wrong, then
the age conclusions are wrong. So, dating cave
paintings depends upon the assumption of no
thorium when the flowstone formed, which may
not be (and probably isn’t) correct.
But we don’t care about whether or not the
dates of the cave paintings are correct because
how long it took for the development of art has
nothing to do with whether or not dinosaurs could
evolve into birds. We do care, however, about
how much time would be available for dinosaurs
to evolve into birds. So, we do care about the age
of the Earth. If equilibrium must be reached in a
few million years, and equilibrium has not yet
been reached, that means the Earth is less than a
few million years old.

Time to Equilibrium
In order to figure out how long it takes to reach
equilibrium, we need to know decay rates. All we
need to know is, surprisingly, found in a table on
the New York State Department of Health
website. 5
This table (found on the next page) shows that
U decays very slowly to 234Th. The half-life is
4.46 billion years, which corresponds to a time
constant of 6.446 billion years. The 234Th decays
to 234Pa in a matter of months, which almost
instantly decays to 234U; so it is pointless to try to
measure the thorium or protactinium. But 234U
has a half-life of 247,000 years (corresponding to
a time constant of 356,344 years) so there is
plenty of time to measure it before it decays to
230
Th.
238

4

Pike, et al., Science, 15 June 2012, “Supplementary
Materials for U-Series Dating of Paleolithic Art in 11
Caves in Spain”,
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2012/06/13/
336.6087.1409.DC1/Pike.SM.pdf
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http://www.health.ny.gov/environmental/
radiological/radon/chain.htm

Symbol
U-238
Th-234
Pa-234
U-234
Th-230

Element
Uranium-238
Thorium-234
Protactinium-234
Uranium-234
Thorium-230

According to
Protection Agency,

the

U.S.

Radiation
alpha
beta
beta
alpha
alpha

Half-Life
4,460,000,000 years
24.1 days
1.17 minutes
247,000 years
80,000 years

Environmental

Radioactive equilibrium for a decay chain
occurs when the each radionuclide decays at the
same rate it is produced. At equilibrium, all
radionuclides decay at the same rate.
Understanding the equilibrium for a given
decay series, helps scientists estimate the
amount of radiation that will be present at
various stages of the decay.
For example, as uranium-238 begins to
decay to thorium-234, the amount of thorium
and its activity increase. Eventually the rate of
thorium decay equals its production--its
concentration then remains constant. As
thorium decays to proactinium-234, the
concentration of proactinium-234 and its
activity rise until its production and decay rates
are equal. When the production and decay rates
of each radionuclide in the decay chain are
equal, the chain has reached radioactive
equilibrium. … When the half-life of the
original radionuclide is much longer than the
half-life of the decay product, the decay product
generates radiation more quickly. Within about
7 half lives of the decay product, their activities
are equal, and the amount of radiation (activity)
is doubled. Beyond this point, the decay product
decays at the same rate it is produced--a state
called "secular equilibrium." 6
The half-life of 238U (4.46 billion years) is
certainly much longer than half-life of the decay
product, 234U (247,000 years), so equilibrium
should be reached in 7 times 247,000 years,
which is 1.729 million years.
When equilibrium is reached, the decay rate of
U equals the decay rate of 234U. Since 238U
decays so much slower than 234U, there has to be
lots more 238U than 234U to keep up with it. Since
the decay rate of 234U is 18,089 times faster than
the decay rate of 238U, the 238U/234U ratio at
equilibrium has to be 18,089 to 1. The published
data, however, is usually specified as the
234
U/238U ratio, which is 1/18,089, which equals
0.0000553.
238

Decay Product
Th-234
Pa-234
U-234
Th-230
Ra-226

Old Earth Conundrum
This could be a difficult concept to grasp, so
let’s take it slowly from a different angle.
When the Earth formed (whenever that was),
there was an unknown amount of 234U on Earth.
Since it’s half life is 247,000 years, 98% of it
would still be around 6,000 years after creation.
One million years later, only 6% of it would be left.
Ten
million
years
after
creation
only
0.0000000000649372% would be left.
The
amount left after four billion years is too small for
my spreadsheet to calculate.
In other words, after 10 million years
essentially all of the original 234U should be gone,
and all that should be left is the 234U that was
created by decay of 238U, which should be in
equilibrium by now. So, if the Earth is older than
10 million years, the ratio of 234U to 238U should be
the same everywhere on Earth (0.0000553); but
that’s not what scientists have discovered. In fact,
it isn’t even close to that.

Peek at Pike’s Data
With that in mind, let’s go back to the
supplemental data in Pike’s article. Remember
that Pike said, “Natural processes usually also
cause a disequilibrium between 238U and 234U.”
This is an admission that 238U and 234U usually
aren’t in equilibrium everywhere, as an Old Earth
believer would expect. So, there must be some
unknown natural process causing disequilibrium.
Presumably, that natural process is something
like water, selectively dissolving one or the other
and transporting it someplace else. Or perhaps
wind blows 234U dust farther than 238U dust
because 234U is 1.7% lighter than 238U. ☺
In the supplemental material already quoted,
Pike tried to blame the unexpected disequilibrium
on detritus. [“In biology, detritus is non-living
particulate organic material (as opposed to
dissolved organic material). It typically includes
the bodies or fragments of dead organisms as
well as fecal material.” 7 ] But when that didn’t
give the desired answer, “we base our
interpretation of the dates for samples O-21 and
O-48 on dates corrected with our assumed rather
than measured detrital value.”
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Sample

230

Th /238U

234

U /238U

230

Th /232Th

O-30

0.001521 ± 0.000042

0.8791 ± 0.0016

9.60 ± 0.29

O-80
O-9
O-110
O-22
O-69

0.7879 ± 0.0047
0.1112 ± 0.0010
0.3140 ± 0.0019
0.1872 ± 0.0027
0.7512 ± 0.0029

3.9828 ± 0.0073
0.7366 ± 0.0018
7.857 ± 0.014
1.9757 ± 0.0040
2.7072 ± 0.0051

30.01 ± 0.15
9.027 ± 0.088
38.91 ± 0.34
2.115 ± 0.031
788.24 ± 5.5

The supplemental material contains measured
ratios for 46 samples from 11 different caves. 8
Six of those samples are given above.
Comparing samples O-30 and O-80, you can
see the 230Th/238U ratio could be as low as
0.001521 and as high as 0.7879. The maximum
ratio is 518 times the minimum ratio! Comparing
O-9 and O-110, the 234U/238U ratio was as low as
0.7366 and as high as 7.857, a difference of more
than 10 to 1. Samples O-22 and O-69 show that
the ratios of 230Th/ 232TH ranged from 2.115 to
788.24, a range of more than 372 to 1. In other
words, the ratios were all over the map.
If natural processes really do disrupt
equilibrium, how much disequilibrium would you
expect to find? If natural processes somehow
moved 238U and 234U around, shouldn’t one expect
some places where the 234U/238U ratio is slightly
more than 0.0000553, and other places where it is
slightly less? The average ratio should still be
something close to 0.0000553, shouldn’t it? But
the lowest ratio Pike measured (sample O-9) was
0.7366 ± 0.0018, which is more than 13,000 times
what it should be if the Earth is older than two
million years. The highest ratio (sample O-110)
was more than 142,000 times what the Old Earth
model predicts. Where did all that excess 234U
come from?
Whatever process that created the Earth did
not distribute all the elements evenly. The Fortyniners went right through Nebraska to California
because more gold was created in California than
in Nebraska, by whatever process. There is no
reason to believe that the various isotopes of
uranium and thorium were initially distributed any
more evenly than gold was.
A young-earth creationist would not be
surprised to find disparate ratios of isotopes
because they would not have had time to decay in
8

Pike, et al., Science, 15 June 2012, “Supplementary
Materials for U-Series Dating of Paleolithic Art in 11
Caves in Spain”,
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2012/06/13/
336.6087.1409.DC1/Pike.SM.pdf
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just a few thousand years. The distribution of 234U
should be just as random as the distribution of
gold.. A young-earth creationist would not be
surprised to find more 234U than could be
accounted for by the decay of 238U because there
is no way of telling how much was initially created,
and there hasn’t been time for it to change.
But if the Earth really is more than four billion
years old, equilibrium should have been reached
billions of years ago, no matter how unevenly
distributed the isotopes were to begin with. Why
haven’t the uranium isotope ratios in Spain
reached equilibrium by now?
The allegedly
scientific answer is that unspecified natural
processes cause disequilibrium. That’s not real
science.
Thanks to John Livingston for bringing this
topic to our attention and reviewing the article.

Email
The Last Word About Dylan
We received more emails about Dylan
and from Dylan.
Several people wrote to express their thoughts
about Dylan’s emails in the last two newsletters.
Dylan also wrote to comment on our presentation
of his emails.
I expect this will be the last time we directly
deal with Dylan. The significance of these emails
is that they demonstrate how differently Dylan
sees himself from the way other people see
Dylan.
The only reason this is relevant is
because Dylan’s email is typical of the email we
get from evolutionists. So this isn’t really a
discussion of Dylan, or a futile attempt to change
his mind. We present these emails to illustrate
the stark difference between the way the two
sides see the issues, and emphasize that it isn’t
really about science. Science isn’t controversial—
but the philosophy driving the evolutionists to
defend an unscientific theory is. If it were about
science, then evolutionists would realize that
science is against evolution, and the theory of

evolution would be abandoned.

he wrote, as you can see from this email:

The first email came to us from someone who
identified himself only as “a former science
teacher.” The bold emphasis in his email is his,
not ours. The color highlights are ours.

Thank you for posting our correspondence, I
sincerely hope it will help your readers
further their own personal quests for
knowledge. Your responses and commentary are
rife with conspiracy theories ranging from
atheist plot to a corruption of the Nobel
prize. Although I tried to explain the
scientific method to you, it appears that you
have become trapped in a loop of circular
logic and still lack an understanding of how
science works. Hopefully your readers will
understand better as our correspondence has
not been for you who devoted his life to
debasing science, it's for your website's
visitors who seek knowledge.

Unfortunately, Dylan is typical of
evolutionists that say they are interested in
scientific truth but are sadly misled about
the real world politics that goes
on...especially here in America. Just the fact
that Al Gore and Barack Obama both received
the Nobel Peace Prize should be proof that the
award is now meaningless (except for the
cash!) (I wouldn't mind winning it for that
but would be embarrassed by association with
the other 2.)
Dylan never saw the other side of the coin.
As he thought someone that disproved evolution
conclusively would be rewarded, even more so
would anyone be rewarded that proved evolution
correct conclusively. Neither can be proven
scientifically. It's amazing to me that
evolutionists say that the supernatural is
impossible and yet believe that evolution
happened supernaturally. (Breaking at least one
of the fixed Laws of Science)
Thanks for your efforts, newsletter, and
website.
I know a little how you feel. I once had a
6th grade dropout laugh and ridicule me
because "Everyone KNOWS evolution is true."
with the added, "Didn't you know science had
proven it already?"
A former science teacher

Tyler had this reaction to Dylan’s emails:
I just read that correspondence with Dylan.
I think if he's still having trouble
understanding how such a large group of
scientists could unwittingly seek to mislead
people he should perhaps reread his first
email and ask himself what possessed him to
misrepresent his own intentions and position
from the outset. When he figures that out
he'll have his answer!
Evolution is a religion in every sense of
the word. Their Messiah, Charles Darwin, left
behind a book; and they've invented an entire
dogma and moral code with which to live and
worship; but it sure isn't science and the
absence of god IS a god. He seems to get a
self-serving buzz by tossing you disingenuous
compliments on your willingness to present
another side of the argument like a priest
flagellating himself in some token gesture to
open-mindedness. Unfortunately they're
cultivating anything but open mindedness and
that venomous attitude inevitably rears its
ugly head and they start to flinch.
These debates almost never actually involve
science, just preaching about what constitutes
real science and what does not. Evolution
does, you do not!
I guess the veiled intention from the
beginning was to take you by the hand and lead
you to the fountains of truth where you would
hopefully come to the realization on your own
that you have no peer reviewed literature to
reference. Then you can be reborn.
Nothing feeds the ego like taking it upon
yourself to "Mr. Miyagi" an unsuspecting
doubter. Wax on!
Tyler

Tyler and the teacher pity Dylan, viewing him
as blind or misguided, but Dylan is proud of what

Best regards,
Dylan
P.S. Thanks for giving me that (insulting)
last word, I'm patting myself on the back. I
noticed you slung your fair share of mud too
in the commentary. It's ok I can take it.

Dylan just doesn’t get it. For example, in this
month’s feature article, the authors of the Pike
paper said, “Natural processes usually also cause
a disequilibrium between 238U and 234U.” That’s
not evidence of a conspiracy. That’s evidence of
scientists not thinking, and blindly accepting what
they’ve been told. From their own research, they
know that none of their measurements showed
anything close to the equilibrium that should exist
between 238U and 234U; but they apparently didn’t
question why. They just blindly accepted the
explanation they had heard in the past, and tried
to use the disequilibrium to date some cave
paintings, even though they had to make
incredible assumptions about contamination and
unspecified natural processes. And, in one case,
they used their assumptions about contamination
rather than their actual measured contamination
because they did not believe the measured
results.
Here’s how real science works: You propose
a hypothesis and test it experimentally, then
accept or reject the hypothesis based on test
results.
Unfortunately, that’s not the modern definition
of how science works. Modern “science” has
devolved to consensus. Whoever can tell the
most convincing story is honored as being the
discoverer of truth (until a better storyteller comes
along).
Dylan doesn’t realize how science funding
works, either. You don’t get paid unless you can
get someone to pay you to do the work. The
people who dole out the grants pay scientists to
come up with evidence of evolution, not evidence
of creation. 9 It’s not a conspiracy, it’s politics, and
it’s certainly not science.
9

Disclosure, Feb 2012, “Is the Battle Over?”,
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v16i5f.htm
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Web Site of the Month – July 2012
by Lothar Janetzko

Creation Science FAQ
http://www.creationfaq.net/
Frequently Asked Questions
This month’s web site review looks at a site that provides interesting insights into how
information about the creation versus evolution controversy has changed over the years.
In the introduction you learn that the “Creation Science FAQ” web page “was one of the
very first web sites dedicated to creation science on the internet (it started in 1993)”. As
you probably know, content on the Internet has grown exponentially in the last few years.
If you perform a web search for information about creation and evolution you will find
millions of web pages.
The web site author points out that “old style of a ‘lone wolf’ information site created by
a single person, especially in the realm of science, no longer seems adequate.” Today we
find sites run by dedicated organizations with full-time staff that provide good content. Also
he points out that collaborative “Wiki” style web sites also often can be a good resource.
At the conclusion of the introduction to the web site, the author provides links to sites
the author believes provide “comprehensive and timely information on the creation subject
matter” and also links under the title “In the News”.
After this introduction, the web site begins with a brief discussion of the creation model
that he believes provides a viable alternative to evolution and he uses this model to
answer frequently asked questions pertaining to creation science.
The description of the creation model is preceded by a Table of Contents with links to
the various subject matter and is organized as follows: 1) Terminology, 2) The Model, 3)
Problems with Evolution, 4) Human Evolution, 5) But is Creation Science Really Science?,
and 6) Myths.
Throughout the various categories you will find numerous links to articles that I am sure
the reader of this site will find of interest.
As the name of this web site suggests, the reader of this site can use this site as a
starting point for answers to questions about Creation Science.

You are permitted (even encouraged)
to copy and distribute this newsletter.
Disclosure, the Science Against Evolution newsletter, is edited by R. David Pogge.

All back issues are on-line at ScienceAgainstEvolution.org.
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